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In the presence of a perpendicular weak magnetic field, current filaments in semiconductors can
obtain a transverse drift. In the framework of a collective-coordinate ansatz, an expression for the
velocity of the filament is derived for a simple type of extrinsic semiconductors. It turns out that the
motion is caused by the coupling of the non-uniform Hall angle to the translational Goldstone mode
of the current filament.
PACS numbers: 72.20.Ht.

I. Introduction
Recently, current filaments in extrinsic semiconduc
tors at low-temperature avalanche-breakdown have
attracted considerable interest, since on the one hand
they illustrate the diversity of complex behaviour of
self-organized systems, and on the other hand new
technical applications appear to be possible [1-5]. In
several experiments and theoretical studies a variety
of nonlinear phenomena has been found, as e.g. breath
ing [6], rocking [7], or stochastically firing [8] of cur
rent filaments. A rich ‘zoo of nonlinear dynamics’ [3, 9]
in extrinsic semiconductors exists in the presence of an
external magnetic field. A recent example is provided
by the dynamic Hall-effect [10], where the electric Hall
field is treated as a further dynamical variable leading
to a Hopf instability. The behaviour of current fila
ments in an external magnetic field has been investi
gated experimentally in [11], where it is shown that the
nonuniform structures move with transverse velocity.
Further, an approximate expression for the velocity is
given which turns out to depend strongly on the differ
ence of the mobility of the carriers inside and outside
the current filament. In [12], the influence of a mag
netic field on the fluctuations near the onset of impactionization avalanche-breakdown is studied theoreti
cally in the framework of a linear-mode analysis of the
uniform state, and the velocity of a current filament is
determined numerically as a function of the applied
magnetic field. To my knowledge, however, an exact
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expression for the value of the velocity of the localized
structure has not yet been derived. In the sequel I try
to fill this gap in the framework of the collective-coor
dinate ansatz for the case where the stationary mag
netic field is weak.
Let me first recall the simple reasoning given in [11],
The model is based on the Drude single-particle the
ory of conduction. A current-carrying tube with cur
rent density j oc ez in an external perpendicular mag
netic field B = Bey feels a Lorentz force Fee j x B and
therefore moves with a (time-dependent) velocity
voz—ex. In the semiconductor bulk, however, a Hall
field Eh ex balances the Lorentz force. Hence the total
force acting on each single carrier with charge q van
ishes, and a current filament in a perpendicular mag
netic field stays at rest, provided that all the carriers
have the same mean drift velocity. In the single-parti
cle theory of conduction, the relevant physical quan
tity associated with a magnetic field is the Hall angle
0H between the current density and the electric field.
By definition, tan(0H) = nB, where ß denotes the mo
bility of the carriers. One expects a motion of the
current filament if 0 H varies in space, for example
resulting from a dependence of the mobility on the
carrier density or from a non-uniform magnetic field.
In [11], the current filament is treated as a highconductivity tube consisting of carriers of the density
nl and with mobility
embedded in a medium of
low-conductivity with carriers of the density n2 and
with mobility n2. This implies Lorentz forces of differ
ent strengths Fl%2 = —qfiy 2EzBex acting on the car
riers inside and outside the current filament, respec
tively. These forces are balanced separately by
appropriate Hall forces generated by charge densities
accumulating at the sample boundaries and at the
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filament walls. Hence, a transverse net force Fl —F2 =
q (n2—H1) B Ez ex acts on the current filament. Assum
ing a transverse mobility fi of the filament, one con
cludes for the velocity in -direction

v = fi(H2-fi i)B E zex.

(1)

If n x> n 2, for example, the current filament travels in
negative ^-direction. Finally, the authors of [11] as
sume /Z= , which reproduces quantitatively very
well the experimental observations.
It is important to note, however, that the motion of
the current filament must not be understood as the
drift of carriers, but it rather should be associated with
the generation and the capture of carriers from impu
rity levels at the leading and the trailing part of the
filament wall, respectively. Hence, the assumption
fi = Hi appears to be not justified. The present note is
devoted to the generalization and the improvement of
(1); in particular, an expression for ß will be derived.

II. The Model
In the following a simple model similar to models in
[2] is considered. The basic equations describing trans
verse structures in the semiconductor are
(2)
5 ,» 0 = - v ±-(” o « ± ) + / K ) > 1 - 'lo + '7v i- E

x,w),

rjdt E L = - n 0 u ±,

(3)

*1dt Ez —j z—n0 uz,

(4)

u r = ß ( E ±+ ( u x B ) ±- n ö ' ^ ( w t t o ) ) ,

uz = n(Ez + (uxB)z),

(5)

(6)

where Vx = (8X, dy), u ±= (ux, uy) etc., and all the quan
tities appearing in (2)-(6) are dimensionless.
Equation (2) describes the dynamics of charge carri
ers of density n0 in a purely extrinsic semiconductor
doped with shallow single-level impurities of the nor
malized density N = 1. The generation-recombination
(g-r) function / depends on n0, on the density nd of
occupied impurities and on the mean carrier energy w.
The density nd has already been eliminated in (2) with
the help of Poisson’s equation rj\E = no+ nd —
where rj is the (usually small) ratio of the dielectric
relaxation time and the characteristic recombination
time [2]. Further, the mean carrier energy w(n0,E ) is
assumed to depend on the carrier density and on the
electric field.

Maxwell’s equations (3) and (4) describe the dynam
ics of the electric field.1In the following, \EZ\$> |£'1|is
) will be neglected.
assumed, i.e. terms of (9{\EJEZ\
For example, w ss w(n0,Ez) holds. Another approxi
mation inherent in this model corresponds to the
neglect of heat diffusion, disregarding the fact that
the heat-diffusion length could play an important
role concerning nonuniform structures. In other
words, only spatial variations on the Debye length
scale are considered. Below, this oversimplification
turns out to imply a significant quantitative difference
between the numerical values of the analytically
derived and the experimentally observed transverse
mobility.
The mean carrier velocity u given by (5) and (6) is
obtained from an adiabatic elimination based on fast
momentum relaxation of the carriers. The diffusion
part of the current density is proportional to the gra
dient of the hydrodynamic pressure n0w. The (dimen
sionless) mobility n is allowed to depend on the state
variables in the way n(nd,E z). This dependence takes
account of the difference between ionized and neutral
impurity scattering, which are assumed to be the rele
vant scattering processes at sufficiently low tempera
tures and may lead to differences in the mobilities and
the carrier temperatures inside and outside the current
filament.
It must be mentioned that bistability of uniform
states does not occur if the nonlinearity origins only
from usual single-level g-r kinetics [2], and in order to
guarantee the existence of a current filament, the non
linear dependence of the mobility and the carrier tem
perature on certain dynamical variables is necessary.
However, the following results are not sensitive to the
details of these nonlinearities, and it is sufficient to
require bistability and the existence of a stable current
filament.

III. The Collective-Coordinate Ansatz
Let me first motivate the collective-coordinate
ansatz. Consider a current filament without an exter
nal magnetic field in a sample with very large lateral
extension compared to the largest characteristic in
trinsic length. This allows one to assume an effective
1 The emission of electromagnetic waves by a current fila
ment moving with velocity v is neglected. This effect is at least
of order v/c, c being the velocity of light.
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translational invariance: a spatial translation of a lo
calized bulk state will generate an equivalent state as
long as it does not come too close to the boundaries
of the sample. By means of a separation of intrinsic
and geometrical length scales, this assumption implies
the existence of translational Goldstone modes of the
symmetry-breaking current-filament in the bulk.
What is the effect of a weak stationary magnetic
field? Intuitively, one expects a small deformation of
the stable shape of the current filament, which can be
treated in the framework of linear response theory. In
the presence of a Goldstone mode, however, the gener
alized susceptibility has a pole at zero frequency, since
the restoring force reacting to a spatial shift of the
current filament vanishes. It turns out that this mech
anism results in a transverse drift.
For small Hall angles, i.e. tan (0H) « 0H 1, the drift
velocity of the carriers is given by ux = ux — </>Huz
+ 6 (0h)> uy - uy and uz = u°z + 0Hux + 0 (</>„), where
11° = n (E±— Hq 1V±(w n0)) and uz = n E z. The substi
tution of ux y into (2) and (3) gives
«0 + V1• (»0*±) -/(«0. l - n 0+ri\±E L,w)

= dx(n0<f>HnEt),

(7)

ridtE ±+n0u°±= (n04>HnEz)ex,

(8)

where terms of $(0h) are neglected. The currentvoltage characteristic of the moving current filament
is obtained from the total current J tot = J dx dy j z
and from the voltage U = L ZEZ, where j z = nn0Ez
+ n0 0 Hux and Lz is the length of the sample in ez-direction. Hence the change of the current-voltage char
acteristic by a small magnetic field is at least of &(0H),
and the velocity will be computed at fixed Ez.
Let the stationary cylindrical current filament at
zero field (0H= 0) be denoted by the nonuniform solu
tion (n0(r —r0), E±(r —r0)) of (7) and (8), where the
collective coordinate r0= (x0, y0) represents the arbi
trary transverse location of the current filament in the
sample. Note that the stationary state satisfies ii° = 0.
When a weak magnetic field is switched on, the above
mentioned small deformation and the motion of the
current filament are described by the ansatz n0(r—vt)
+ 5n0 and E ±(r —vt) + 8E±, where 5n0, 8E±and v are
of 0 (4>H). Insertion into (7) and (8) yields in first order
of (f)H the linear inhomogeneous partial differential
equation
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where the prime denotes the derivative d/dn0 total.
The broken translational invariance in the x-y plane
implies the existence of two Goldstone modes given by
the stationary solutions dx{n0, E J and dy{n0, E J of
the homogeneous equation associated with (9). The
deformation (5n0, 8EXY of the current filament can
be determined from (9), provided that the solvabil
ity condition on the inhomogeneity is satisfied [13].
This condition (Fredholm alternative) requires that
the right-hand-side of (9) vanishes when projected
onto the adjoint Goldstone modes being defined
as the solutions of L^Op^r), <p2(r)y = 0, where the
projection of (al5a2) onto (bl,b 2) is defined by
<(a i> a 2) l( f r i,b 2)> = $dxdy(al bi + a2• b2). First, the
2h in 0) V±(<Pi 8ndf ) between
relation (p2 = rj V±<p1- {r\
<p1 and q>2 can be derived. Introducing the new vari
able q>= d^fcp! yields finally

( ’>A + 7 n° L

V

(«0W)dn J J

=

<10>

where A = Vf. The calculation of the adjoint Goldstone modes is thus reduced to the Schrödinger-like
problem (10) for <p: find the zero-energy wave-function
of a particle in two dimensions moving in a potential
of the form V= —n0f'/(n 0w)' d„df. Note that in order
to guarantee stability of the uniform states associated
with positive differential conductivity, d„df is required
to be positive [2]. The current filament in a bistable
system can be considered as a cylindrical domain of
the locally stable (i.e. f ' < 0) high carrier-density state,
which is connected to the locally stable low carrierdensity state outside the current filament by a domain
wall crossing a locally unstable region (i.e. f > 0).
Therefore, one concludes that the potential V has a
minimum at the wall of the current filament and takes
negative values only near the wall. Hence, the ‘wave
function’ with zero energy is localized at the filament
wall. Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the current
filament, the solutions of (10) can be labeled by their
multipole character m. The Goldstone modes have
dipole character (m = ± 1) and cannot be orthogonal
to the space of the adjoint Goldstone modes, hence
one concludes that (p also has dipole character. Since
the Lorentz force points into ^-direction, it is conve
nient to choose the symmetry-adapted orthogonal so
lutions (p(x) and cp(y) of (10). The function (p(x) (‘px-or(9)

L /8n°\ _ fdi +V1-n(E±-\±(n0w)')-f'\1-fin 0-rj ^ d/ V ±\ / 5 n 0\ = / (v \ ±) n 0 + dx{n0(t)Hu0
z) \

\ 8E j ~ \

ij" 1/i(£ i -V i (n0w)')

dt + rj-' n0n

J\ 8 e J

\(v ■Vx) E ±+ rj~1 n0 (f)H uz exJ ’
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bital’) is odd in x and even in y, whereas q>(y)
(‘p^-orbital’) is defined reversely. Using the spatial
symmetry properties of n0, E ±, f etc., the projection
of the inhomogeneity on the right-hand-side of (9)
onto ((p{^\r), <p$\r)) yields ry = 0. The velocity vx is
then obtained from a projection onto
</>^)(r)),
which finally leads to

vx= ~

$ cp{x) dx(pHdxdy,

(11)

where C = - ({(p[x)(r), (p(?{r))\dx(n0, E J ) .

IV. Discussion
The result (11) simply states that a motion of the
nonuniform structure is caused by the coupling of a
spatial gradient of the Hall angle to the Goldstone
mode, i.e. a current filament moves if the Hall angle is
spatially nonuniform.
In order to recover (1) with the help of (11), consider
the case of a uniform magnetic field, i.e. dxB = 0, and
the mobility of the form /z =
+ (fi2—Hi) nd. This
immediately yields (1) with the transverse mobility

fl = r\C~l j dx dy <p(x) 8xnd.

(12)

The result (11) also provides a possibility to control the
current filament by an appropriate nonuniform mag
netic field. For example, if the characteristic length of
spatial variations of B(x) is large compared to the
filament diameter I, (11) yields x0= v xccl dXoB(x0);
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